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THE FUTURE OF
EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
In this report commissioned by Grass Roots, the world’s leading provider of employee and
customer engagement solutions, we explore the changing nature of work-based benefits
and their future role in helping UK organisations attract and retain staff.
The report is based on the findings from two in-depth surveys; one targeted at general
employees, and one at managers with HR responsibilities.
The employee survey covered over 1,000 people across 18 different sectors. Respondents ranged
from entry-level workers through to senior management and owners and represented every size
of business, from micro businesses up to companies with over 5,000 members of staff. The HR
decision maker survey covered over 200 managers, again in a wide range of industry sectors and
settings.

About Grass Roots
Beginning life in Bath in 2005 as a small tax-free cycle to work provider, Cyclescheme was born out
of the Government’s green transport plan to get people healthier and greener by regularly cycling
to work. Eleven years later, working within the Grass Roots Group, we have grown into one of the
largest providers of employee benefits via the MySchemes product range.
Cyclescheme has become the best in the cycle to work industry, servicing over 40,000 companies
and helping more than half a million people save money on a new cycle to work bike. The
MySchemes platform allows employers to offer market-leading technology benefits, free of
charge, through Phonescheme for mobile phones and Computingscheme for technology
equipment. MySchemes also offers an employee benefit for childcare, Childcarescheme.
The Grass Roots Group is the world’s leading provider of employee and customer engagement
solutions. Founded in the UK in 1980, we have offices in 15 locations throughout the world and
deliver services in over 100 countries. Grass Roots Group companies have over 14,000 clients,
including 41 of the FTSE 100, and 104 of the FT Global 500.
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MANAGEMENT
SUMMARY

“

Overall, a clear picture emerges of a ‘benefits disconnect’ between employee aspiration and
employer provision. With benefit provision having risen significantly over the last 10 years,
employees are hoping for continuing increases in what’s on offer. HR decision maker responses,
however, indicate that many don’t expect to be able to offer greater rewards and are even
expecting provision to decrease.

“

Are financial benefits still important?
Yes. After all, none of us works for free.

But wider benefits taking in well-being, productivity and perks are playing an increasingly
important role in both recruitment and retention. Significantly, many of these benefits come at
little or no cost to the company. This makes it possible for even the smallest businesses to create a
package of rewards that staff will appreciate and value.

The benefits most in demand for the future are those relating to work-life balance. There is,
however, a conflict between the growing desire for more flexible working arrangements and the
reality on the ground. This discrepancy between desire and reality could be explained by the cost
of getting the right technology in place.
The research also reveals that increasing numbers of people expect to be working as freelancers
or part timers within the gig economy. This gives HR managers a new challenge: how do you
provide benefits that will attract talent to your organisation and develop commitment amongst
these gig workers? It’s likely that technology will have also have a key part to play here.
Taken together, the results suggest there are big opportunities out there for those companies
prepared to grasp them. With so many firms expecting to cut the benefits they provide despite
rising expectations, the ones who instead find creative ways to meet those expectations will give
themselves a distinct advantage.
The challenge for HR managers now is to find out what employees really value.
Flexible working or fresh fruit in the office; mobile phones or dress down Fridays; work at home
schemes or on-site parking: what will attract the best staff to your organisation and keep them on
board for the long haul?
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THE BACKGROUND
Formal employee benefits in the UK date back to the 1800s. In these early days, some employers
offered benefits because they believed they had a moral duty to look after their employees. This
led to the all-encompassing paternalistic approach of companies such as Fry and Cadbury, whose
offer included housing, schools, medical care and pension plans.
By the turn of the 20th century, the state had started to introduce benefits for the general
population. The years after the Second World War then saw the establishment of the Welfare
State: universal unemployment insurance, sick pay, state pensions, and, of course, the NHS.

“

Despite the new universal provision, however, company pension schemes boomed. This was in
part because post-war manpower shortages meant firms wanted a way to retain managerial and
skilled staff. Enhanced pensions with the associated tax relief were also welcomed by high earners
facing astronomical tax rates on their basic salary.

“

In recent years, however, it’s become all too obvious
that these early schemes promised far more than
they could ever deliver.

In the 1970s, company cars hit the road, providing ordinary workers with the dream Cortinas and
Cavaliers they could never have afforded to buy for themselves. By 1990, one in every 12 people
in the UK drove a company car. But with a number of factors – including the rise of easy credit –
making the high volume company car model increasingly less attractive for all parties, employers
started to offer cash alternatives.

One benefit that became popular through the later years of the twentieth century was of course
private health insurance. Because it’s a costly benefit to offer, however, private medical insurance
both then and now has tended to be an option only for larger companies and limited to their
senior staff.
More recently, there’s been an increasing recognition that financial rewards are not the only
benefits that can help employers attract and retain staff. Creative employers are enhancing the
workplace, changing work patterns, and bringing in flexible rewards packages that allow
individuals to choose the benefits that best fit their needs. Importantly, many of these newer
benefits can be low cost or even cost-neutral to the employer.
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Do employee benefits still matter?
The research shows there’s no doubt employee benefits matter. 84% of respondents say benefits
are important in keeping them in their current job. For 25-44 year olds, the figure is even higher,
at 93%. Overall, nearly 50% would definitely (or would be likely to) turn down a job because the
benefits package wasn’t as good as they wanted.
This means employers need to have a clear benefits strategy, to ensure current workers are aware
of what’s available, and to promote rewards prominently during the recruitment process. The
survey suggests that the most common length of time for someone to stay with an employer is
ten years plus, with between 1 and 3 years coming second. Staying between 8 and 9 years is the
least likely. Refreshing benefits could be a key factor in keeping employees through these crucial
years and turning them into loyal, long service workers.
When looking to the future, respondents overall report they would like more benefits in all
categories than they get at present. But HR decision makers are more likely to anticipate a future
where fewer benefits are offered – despite the fact 88% see benefits as important in attracting
staff and 90% say benefits help them retain staff.
Interestingly, women consistently report that they value benefits more highly than men, yet
receive fewer. This lower figure may be connected to the fact more women work part time than
men, and part-time workers also receive fewer benefits. These results suggest firms aren’t
applying their rewards policies consistently, which could – in addition to being unfair – be harming
their chances of getting and keeping the best workers.
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Organisation size differences
Unsurprisingly, larger organisations tend to offer a wider range of benefits than micro businesses.
This can’t simply be because larger firms have more money to spend, as even cost positive and
cost neutral benefits are far less common within the smaller firms. It could perhaps be that small
employers aren’t aware of the various schemes available, or don’t realise how easy it can be to put
such schemes in place.

“

“

Yet there’s plenty of room for improvement
among larger businesses too.

In fact, some of the biggest firms are providing very little in the way of benefits. A striking 54% of
employee respondents working for firms with over 5,000 employees said they weren’t offered any
productivity benefits; 37% said there were no wellbeing benefits, 28% weren’t offered any perks
and 9% weren’t offered any financial benefits. This suggests these largest businesses are relying
on traditional financial benefits and neglecting to look at the low cost and easy wellbeing and
other options that help keep staff loyal.
Interestingly, mid-sized businesses are often the most generous in terms of the range of rewards
offered, indicating that many understand the importance of benefits in helping them get and
keep good people.

The employee benefit experience 10 years ago
We asked employees what benefits their employer offered 10 years ago, providing a list of 61
options. Not surprisingly, the non-statutory benefit received by the greatest number of survey
respondents (49%) at that time was a pension. Other financial benefits included fully-paid
maternity leave (22%) and healthcare (just 11%). The second most widespread benefit was on-site
parking, at 31%. Free tea and biscuits comes in at 24%.
Some productivity benefits seem to have been already well-established by 2006, with 27% of staff
having access to flexitime. Only 7%, however, had the opportunity to work from home – no doubt
reflecting the inability of technology at the time to support remote working in the way it can now.
Though the focus was still on the traditional perks, newer ideas were emerging. 6% of people
enjoyed dress down Fridays, for example, and 9% had access to a cycle to work scheme.
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The state of play today
According to survey respondents, every single one of the 61 types of benefit listed in the survey is
being offered to more people than was the case 10 years ago.
As would be expected, the most offered financial benefit after sick pay and holiday pay is still a
pension – now, of course, a statutory obligation. But though traditional benefits still lead the way,
an increasing number of people now have access to a more holistic and often more personalised
range of benefits.
Healthcare benefits are seeing a big increase, with the number of people being offered them
having risen from 11% to 24%. This is almost certainly due to the increasing popularity of healthcare cash plan schemes rather than reflecting a rise in expensive private medical insurance. These
schemes provide good value to employees and need cost the employer nothing.
Other wellbeing benefits have shown an equally impressive rise in popularity amongst employers.
The number of respondents with access to a cycle to work scheme has risen from 9% 10 years ago
to 21% now, and the number allowed a duvet day has gone up from 1% to 14%. Where only 6%
had access to fresh fruit at work in 2006, now 16% can enjoy free apples and bananas in the office.
Productivity benefits too are on the rise. Over the past ten years, the percentage of employees
offered flexible working arrangements has risen from 27% to 31% and the percentage benefitting from team building sessions has gone up from 20% to 25%. The number of people able to
work from home has more than doubled. At 16%, though, it’s still relatively low, suggesting
perhaps that people still lack the tools to work remotely.
When it comes to perks, there’s no change at the top: on-site parking and tea and biscuits still lead
the way, being offered to 37% and 29% of workers respectively.
In terms of specific benefit preferences, many trends seem to be cutting across the workforce as
a whole rather than belonging to any particular cohort. The two most notable age group-specific
trends could probably have been predicted: younger people were less interested in pensions and
more interested in perks, and more 45-54 year olds than other groups said they would like better
sick pay, holiday pay and pension contributions in future.

“

“

So how does what’s on offer compare with
what employees say they want?
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The essentials are being offered – or are they?
Encouragingly, there’s currently a good correlation between what employees consider essential,
what HR decision makers consider essential, and what’s on offer. Less encouragingly, however, the
number of people actually being offered a particular benefit is often rather less than the number
who think it’s essential.
And with even the most offered benefits in the wellbeing and perks categories being available to
fewer than 25% of workers, there’s a very good chance people aren’t getting the benefits that
matter to them. In fact, 21% of people say they are dissatisfied or not satisfied with their overall
benefits package.
It’s also important to note that with a few exceptions, almost no individual benefit is currently
seen as essential by more than a third of respondents. These exceptions were sick pay (57%),
holiday pay (52%), pensions (51%), and flexible working (45%). This highlights the wide spread of
opinion about what benefits are essential - even sick pay, the benefit considered essential by the
highest number of people, was still not considered essential by 43% of respondents.

“

Are current approaches cost effective?

Given this spread of opinion, could smaller businesses sometimes be spending money unnecessarily on financial benefits, when rather cheaper alternatives might be enough to attract and retain
staff?

“

The figures suggest that in fact the best way to satisfy the majority
of employees is to offer a pick-and-mix style reward package and
allow people to choose their preferred benefits.

This need not be expensive or difficult, even for smaller businesses. Schemes such as cycle to
work, for example, might only attract a relatively small proportion of the workforce but for those
who do participate, the benefit can be huge. Employers who bring a number of these cost-neutral
schemes together as part of a bundle of options increase the chance of having something for
everyone.
Cost positive or cost neutral to employers, salary sacrifice schemes often play an important role in
such self-select reward packages, and the research indicates these are popular with employees –
so popular that 65% said they thought employers should make wider benefits available via
salary sacrifice. There are currently four types of benefit to which salary sacrifice can apply: mobile
phones, childcare, cycles and, of course, pensions.
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All 61 benefits are being offered to more people in 2016 than in 2006.

TOP 3
BENEFITS IN
2016 ARE
TRADITIONAL

SICK PAY

HOLIDAY PAY

PENSION

BUT HOLISTIC AND WELLBEING BENEFITS ARE ON THE RISE
HEALTHCARE BENEFITS

DUVET DAY

11% in 2006 to 24% in 2016

1% in 2006 to 14% in 2016

CYCLE TO WORK SCHEME ACCESS

FRESH FRUIT AT WORK

11% in 2006 to 24% in 2016

6% in 2006 to 16% in 2016

Productivity benefits are on the rise too from 2006 to 2016
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respectively.
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with employees – so popular that
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said they thought employers should make
wider benefits available via salary sacrifice.

There are currently 4 types of benefit to which salary sacrifice can apply:
mobile phones, childcare, cycles and, of course, pensions.
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The research shows clearly that benefits will continue to be important to staff. We’ve already seen
that there are gaps between expectation and reality in terms of how many people are offered the
benefits they want. The indications from the survey are that this gap could grow.

Decision makers are cautious…
15% of decision makers say they don’t expect to offer financial benefits in the future, whereas
only 5% say they don’t offer them now. 24% aren’t likely to offer perks as against 12% who don’t
offer them now. 20% don’t anticipate providing productivity benefits; the same figure as current
provision, and 23% aren’t likely to offer wellbeing benefits, compared to 17% who don’t offer
them now. (Note these figures show HR managers reporting they currently provide higher levels
of benefits than employees say they are being offered. This may be significant, but could also be
simply a statistical anomaly).

…but employees want more
The figures for what employees would like in future are rather higher, suggesting many could be
heading for disappointment.
Looking at the numbers of workers who reported ‘none of the above’ in each category for
‘received now’ and ‘would like in the future’ we see the following: 12% receive no financial
benefits now, but only 9% aren’t interested in these in future. 25% get no perks now, but only 15%
don’t want any. A massive 41% receive no productivity benefits now, but only 19% aren’t bothered
about getting these. Similarly, 38% aren’t receiving any wellbeing benefits now, but only 16%
don’t want them.
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“

Work-life balance – the top aspiration

Revealingly, work-life balance features strongly in the list of benefits people say they would like in
future. In fact, 46% of employees said they would like flexible working arrangements, putting this
benefit top of the list of future wants and above even pensions (42%).

“

Perhaps not surprisingly, flexible working
is less important to younger age groups.

It’s unlikely though that this reflects a demographic difference, and more probable that people
have a greater need for flexible working as they get older and have families. Even workplaces
made up largely of younger people happy to work all hours now are likely to see changes as staff
get older.
In terms of preferences around specific working hours, a third of respondents threw fixed timings
out of the window completely, saying they’d prefer to work 40 hours at whatever time suits them.
Another third wanted set hours from a range of options, and only a third preferred to stick to the
regular 9 to 5, Monday to Friday.
Joint third on the wish list came access to a work from home scheme and an extra day off for long
service, both of which were picked by 34% of respondents. With only half this number currently
having access to a work at home scheme, it’s clear there’s work to be done if this level of home
working is ever to be achieved.

The gig economy – a ticking time bomb for HR?
58% of respondents say they can see themselves in future working for more than one employer,
with the figure increasing to 72% for those in the 25-34 age bracket and 79% for 18-24 year-olds.
Whether this is because people are looking for flexibility or simply expect to need multiple
incomes, the finding suggests future employee-employer relationships and the corresponding
reward packages will need to be very different to today’s.
Currently, part-timers receive far fewer benefits than full-timers. Only 7% of full timers don’t get
any financial benefits, compared to 26% of part timers. For wellbeing, the figures are 32% of
full-timers not getting benefits as against 56% of part timers, for perks it’s 21% and 36%, and for
productivity bonuses it’s 37% and 52%. This indicates many firms have a long way to go when it
comes to developing a benefit structure fit for the new gig economy.
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On top of this, only just over half of HR decision makers (53%) in the survey said they would find it
acceptable for staff to become freelance. This means they will be searching for talent in a shrinking pool of traditional workers, making recruitment even more competitive.
Those that do choose to go with the flow and work with the gig economy will face a new question:
how do you attract good people and keep them on board when you may not have their individual
attention?
There are clear challenges to be overcome, but firms who can develop relevant rewards will have

Technology and the flexible workforce
Responses to the question: “What technology would be useful to help you work productively and
efficiently?” correlate with the desire to work more flexibly, whether that flexibility is for worklife balance or to allow time for other jobs. 36% of employees said a laptop would be useful,
24% a smartphone, 23% remote access to company systems, and 16% a home network built and
installed by the company.

“

“

Innovative benefit schemes could prove one answer to the
challenge of providing the technology needed to support
this flexible working.

Costing employers nothing and sometimes even generating revenue, such schemes can help
employees buy discounted mobile phones, computers and IT equipment.

The end of teamwork?
When asked ‘In the future, what would be your ideal way of working?’ a staggering 46% said they
would like a role where they worked independently. Only 21% wanted to work collaboratively.
Most people did however still want a boss, with only 9% saying they wanted a role without
hierarchy. Whilst we’re unlikely to be able to remove the need for most people to work closely
with others, technology and more flexible working could help give people space and freedom.
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Every firm can offer a benefits package of value

“

It’s always going to be true that not every organisation will have the budget for generous pension
contributions, fully paid maternity leave or cash bonuses. But, as the research shows, these costly
traditional benefits are not the only way to attract and retain staff. By applying a little imagination,
even firms with the smallest budgets can put together rewards packages that deliver real value
to employees.

“

The key is to provide a package that
includes a range of different options.

Not only do you then have the greatest chance of meeting individual aspirations, but you show
people you’ve taken the time to think about what they might want.
Innovative cash-positive and cash-neutral benefit schemes cost employers nothing but can give
much-appreciated practical help to employees wanting to buy expensive items such as phones,
cycles and computers.
With the rise of the gig economy, such schemes could also prove key to providing workers with
the tools to work remotely. Simple low cost at-work benefits such as fresh fruit and dress down
Fridays improve the workplace environment and make people feel appreciated.
A little imagination can go a long way.
But whatever you do, remember some things never change. Don’t build on the car park (yet)
- or forget the tea and biscuits!
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